
Marking notes for M19 HL paper 2 

 

1ai) If the answer is not correct MP1 can be awarded for an expression which would calculate either 
the change in momentum or the acceleration. 

 

1aii) A common answer is to calculate Fv and forget to divide v by 2 to calculate the average. This 
will give an answer of 9500/9600 <<W>>. ECF for 1 mark can be awarded for this. 

 

1bi) Radian mode on calculator gives 48.25m/s, 0.247s 

1b) In general, beware answers that use Pythagoras to get a straight line distance and then assume 
that the ball travels along that line at a constant speed. Ex incorrect to say s=12.22m (Zero marks) 

 

1bii) Alternative 1. Look for vertical component of v, decrease in height and then conclusion based 
on relative heights of ball and net. There are a number of ways that the final heights can be treated. 
Make sure they are comparing distance fallen to distance needed to fall to reach net OR height from 
ground and height of net. Radian mode gives 42.05m/s 

Alternative 2. This requires students to solve a quadratic to calculate time to fall to net (0.21 s) and 
the compare this to the time to reach the net calculated in bi). It wasn’t envisaged that students 
would take this route as a quadratic is involved. 



 

1biii) For alternative 2 some students are calculating the time to fall to the ground and then the 
vertical component of velocity. There is no mark for calculating the time, but for your information to 
help the marking it is 0.3 s. 

 

1c) We would not normally award a mark for a fifty-fifty choice (clay or grass) but we are allowing it 
in this case for MP3 as the command term is ‘predict’. 
Many candidates are talking about forces, it must be velocity components that are considered for 
MP1 & 2. MP1 awarded for “Velocity of ball decreases more on clay surface” 

 

2a)Ek=6.62E-21 

 

2b) It is common to see number of moles calculated and then number of atoms, which is fine. Watch 
out for candidates who work backwards from the answer. i.e divide 4 x 1020 by NA to get a number of 
moles without showing the working and then show us that number multiplied by NA to get 3.9…… 
very close to 4. 

 

2ci) Two correct answers are possible are possible here depending on whether the candidate uses 
their value or the ‘show that’ value from 2b). Both round to 6 x 10-5. 

 



2cii) We are not awarding credit for kinetic theory assumptions that are not directly related to 
volume e.g no intermolecular forces. 

 

 

 

 

Must be left  on the diagram 

 

 

 

3eii) ex: ECF for 340/1130=0.30m 

 

4a) ECF can be awarded from an incorrect total resistance. 

 

 

4bii) In a calculation when looking for evidence that the pd is the same across Y it should be 6 V not 
12 V as many candidates use. 

 



 

4di) If a candidate halves the capacitance and keeps the pd the same the answer will give 2.2 x 10- 
<<J>>. Watch for this. 

 

 

5ai) and ii) Here are some examples to consider when deciding on whether to award the marks. 

For v look for the arrow being drawn to the left or through the field line shown below. 

 

OK for F and v. Any further to right would be incorrect for v 

  

Unacceptable for F and wrong direction for v 

 

 



 

 

 

 

6ci) ‘Negative’ is not sufficient, there must be a magnitude as well. 

 

7a) The mark can be awarded for either the substitution or the 396 figure. 

 

7b) Do not allow ‘trapped’ instead of ‘absorbed’ or ‘returned’ instead of ‘re-emitted’. 

 

 



 

Should show each marking point clearly, not just 22*4=88 

 

8b) If no unit is given we assume the candidate means nm as that is the instruction in the question. If 

any other figure is given the unit must be included e.g 5.6 x 10-7 m. 

 

8ci) Must mention single slit 

 

8cii) The use of tan or sin is acceptable here. Path difference formula *2dn=m or (m+1/2)* not okay. 

Substitution of numbers needed for Alt2 MP2, not just d=θD 

 

9ai) **Award one mark if unsure** Give Et in terms of r. Allowing missing – sign as long as 

substitution is performed correctly? Must show final Et. Can show substitution of –GM/r for V. It is 

useful to look for KE in terms of G, M, m, r when marking this. Must link V to r for MP2 

 

 



 

 

 

9aii) Alt 1 MP1 and MP2 must match, not mix and match. Must mention both potential and energy 

for Alt1 MP2. No marks when stating energy changes. 

 

9b) Ignore any negative signs used as the question is about the magnitude of the charges. No ECF for 

incorrect r or forget to square. MUST BE 1SF! 

 

10a)field is ”felt more” implies increasing magnetic field. Inc. flux/flux linkage not sufficient as flux is 

in the question stem. Allow for English language learners.  

 

10b) There may well be annotations on both Diagram 1 and Diagram 2. Look first for a direction 

shown on Diagram 2. If this is blank, look at Diagram 1. 

 

10c)”outwards” too imprecise. Alt 2 must say “change”. Must say force direction, not just field. MP1 

awarded for mention of Lenz’s Law and opposing direction/opposes motion. MP1 not awarded for 

“keep initial field strength” 



 

11a) Note that many candidates answer by restating the ‘well defined radius’ part of the question. 

Do not penalise candidates for attributing ideas to the wrong physicist (Heisenberg OK). Position of e 

has uncertainty OK for MP2. Continuous energy levels not sufficient. Less-well defined too vague for 

MP2. “Dual nature” too vague for MP1 

 

11bi) We are looking for the use of λ = d sin θ. MUST HAVE sin theta for MP1 

 

11bii)Within the range of strong force too vague for MP1. Should refer to nucleons, not holding 

quarks together. Should compare to electrostatic force for MP2 

 

11ci)1.45E19 ok if includes units of decays per hour. Don’t award ECF if N not calculated 

 

11cii)Generous on MP1 numbers. Don’t award marks for use of A=A0e-lambda t (incorrect formula) 

 

 


